MYSTERY OUT INSTRUCTIONS
CONTACT the ADDA Coordinator at coordinator@addadarts.com with the names of
your teammates that would like to participate in this season’s Mystery Out.
As you may know, ADDA conducts a Mystery Out drawing each night of the regular season. For
players to participate, they must notify the ADDA Coordinator by the start of the first match.
Only notification is needed, payment is not due at that time.
The Mystery Out costs $1 per week that the player decides to participate. A player may choose
to play one week, or all 10 (number of weeks of the regular season). However, the only time
players may buy in to the pot is the beginning of the season, or the week following a winning
number, as the pot starts over again. The pot will grow each week the amount of players that are
participating that particular week (135 players means the pot grows $135 per week). For
divisions with bye weeks, the Mystery Out numbers carry over from the previous week.
Payment for the Mystery Out is due by the 4th week of the season (along with bar and player
dues) or two weeks after players opt-in when the pot starts over. The Mystery Out number is
drawn at the end of the night each Monday and the number is reported as soon as all teams have
reported their results from their matches.
If there is a balance at the end of the regular season, we will have a guaranteed winner on Super
Saturday. All of the Mystery Out participants during the season that play in the Super Saturday
Blind Draw are eligible to win the remaining balance.
Each player submits any out they hit during the tournament and at the end of the tournament, one
of those numbers is pulled for a guaranteed winner.
Now, doesn’t that sound fun?!? Feel free to contact the ADDA Coordinator with any questions.

